Valutask®
HVL210 TASK CHAIR & HVL215 TASK STOOL

SEATING

LOW BACKS. HIGH EXPECTATIONS.
It’s true, you really can do more with less. Take this HON chair and stool, for example. There’s
no expensive features, but there is plenty of extra padding in the seat to keep you comfortable
all day. The waterfall seat edge takes the pressure off your legs, and the low back support helps
you deal with the pressure of your work day. For greater comfort in sitting or standing height
areas, this tandem can tackle any space.
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MM10 Black Mesh Fabric
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A. TASK CHAIR
HVL210
Dimensions:
Width - 24 1⁄2˝
Depth - 33 1⁄2˝
Height - 38 1⁄4˝
B. TASK STOOL
HVL215
Dimensions:
Width - 24 1⁄2˝
Depth - 33 1⁄2˝
Height - 51 1⁄8˝
C. MATERIALS
Black matches everything,
and high-quality HON fabrics
exceed expectations.
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D. OPTIONAL ARMS
HVL995
Add these ergonomically sculpted
arms take pressure off your neck
and shoulders.
E. WATERFALL SEAT EDGE
The gently curved front edge prevents
lower body fatigue.
F. TILT TENSION
To fit a variety of people, you can dial
in the perfect amount of tension when
reclining. (Only available on HVL210)
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G. TILT LOCK
To stay alert and on the edge of your
seat, simply lock the back to prevent
reclining. (Only available on HVL210)
H. PNEUMATIC HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Easily adjust the seat height to
accommodate various worksurfaces.
STRONG WARRANTY
The HON Limited 5-year Warranty covers
you from the casters up.
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